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ABSTRACT
The planetary boundary layer during periods of strong
surface heating is characterized by plume-type elements
hundreds of meters in diameter. By simulating the major
aspects of these heat and momentum transporting eddies,
a straightforward boundary layer parameterization is formu-
lated. Two plume models developed by Manton (1975, 1976)
are adapted to simulate the vertical heat transport from the
surface to the inversion. Forms for the mechanical stresses
are obtained from the moment-closure model of Wyngaard,
et. al., (1974). Various features of the mean boundary layer,
fluxes, and the individual plumes are diagnosed in addition
to the boundary layer heating rate and inversion rise rate.
The model is applied to the Wangara Day 33 (Clarke,
et. al., 1971) data. The model output compared favorably
to observations and calculations from Deardorff's (1974)
three-dimensional numerical model and Wyngaard and Cote's
(1974) moment-closure model. The shortcomings of the present
formulation point to the need for a more refined shear stress
parameterization and a physically realistic closure for the
mean stability. Possible improvements to the model are
suggested to enhance verification with observations without
significantly decreasing the utility.
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1INTRODUCTION
Theoretical investigations of the planetary boundary layer
which began several decades past with Prandtl's mixing length
theory have progressed to three dimensional numerical simulations.
The complexity of turbulence under various degrees of surface
heating and cooling through the diurnal cycle make a general
similarity theory for the entire boundary layer quite elusive.
The demand for horizontal homogeneity and stationarity implies
that the turbulent mechanism has a response time short in
comparison to advective or local changes. Figure 1 displays
the diurnal cycle showing the growth and decay of the unstable
surface layer and the rapid transition to a low level inversion
during the first few hours of darkness. Kuo and Sun (1976)
find that their two-dimensional numerical model equilibrates
in approximately 10 minutes such that the atmospheric turbulence
is always in step with diurnal variations. Therefore, except
p rhaps during the abrupt convective breakdown shown at 2000 LST
the local boundary conditions determine the state of the boundary
layer.
K theory is based upon the unfounded principle that turbu-
lent transport. of a quantity) like molecular diffusion, occurs
in response to a gradient of that quantity. Because turbulence
may be driven by an instability that is not directly related to
the local mean gradient of that quantity, "negative viscosity"
phenomena are common in geophysical turbulence. By letting
the transport coefficients vary with height, the mean wind
PBL TOP
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Figure 1. Diurnal variation of the depth of the planetary
boundary layer (from Randall, 1976).
3profiles under various stability conditions can be duplicated.
Even though the artificiality of this method is obvious, it
can be easily incorporated into any numerical prediction model
that is unaffected by the nature of the turbulence or its
transports.
While Monin-Obukov similarity theory has been successful
within the surface layer, the extension to the entire mixed
Ekman layer does not bear up to close scrutiny (Tennekes, 1973).
For the unstable mixed layer the slab-symetric models offer
a logical alternative, and they have been utilized in planetary
and meso-scale weather prediction models. A surface layer with
constant stress and heat flux is capped by a layer of uniform
mean velocity, heating rate, and stress gradient extending to
an elevated inversion. These simple and reasonable assumptions
allow the model to incorporate various interactions with the
free atmosphere such as stratus clouds (Randall, 1976), cumulus
c.oud roots (Stuart, 1977), and entrainment (Stull, 1975). Such
mixed layer models, however expedient, provide little insight
into the nature of the turbulent elements that cause the
fluxes that are modeled. Weather prediction models that utilize
only the bulk properties of the planetary boundary layer find
the slab-type parameterization to be superior to K theory.
By employing suitable closure assumptions on the third
order moments, the flux profiles can be determined. The moment
closure models of Wyngaard et. al. (1974) and Yamada and Mellor
(1975) show considerable success in simulating the mean features
of the boundary layer observed during the Wangara Experiment
(Clark et. al., 1971). Verification of the momentum flux pro-
files remains a problem, because the few available measure-
ments in the mixed layer are insufficiently accurate. Although
this method involves considerable effort and computation time,
it is simultaneously more efficient and elegant than brute-
force, direct numerical simulation. The constants required by
the closure schemes (Donaldson, 1973), are difficult to deter-
mine experimentally and the vertical resolution near the sur-
face and the inversion must be sufficient to resolve near
discontinuities in temperature and velocity. Apparently, the
theory must wait for the observations to approach the same pre-
cision as afforded by moment closure models.
Direct three dimensional simulation is most useful as a
tool to investigate the real nature of the atmospheric turbu-
lence as well as its statistical properties. The underlying
assumptions become increasingly obscure as the models "progress"
but they still affect the solution in subtle ways. For in-
stance, a horizontal grid mesh of 100 meters requires a sophis-
ticated sub-grid scale subroutine, while similarity theory is
unjustifyably used to compute the instantaneous surface stress.
Also, periodic boundary conditions produce an obviously arti-
ficial scale selection in fractions of 2.5 kilometers. In light
of the absence of comparable observational detail this costly
exercise provides a measure against which to test less funda-
mental parameterizations.
Following the suggestion by Howard (1964) to incorporate
5the phenomenological aspects of the turbulent elements into
a thermal boundary layer parameterization, I propose a thermal
plume representation. Several of the observed features of
atmospheric convection are supplemented by results gleaned
from the more sophisticated simulations described previously.
The model produces the vertical profiles of the mean wind,
virtual potential temperature, average plume vertical and
horizontal velocities, and temperature perturbations. These
in turn predict the vertical fluxes of heat and momentum,
plume translation velocity and intermittency mixed layer heat-
ing rate, inversion strengthening rate, and rate of increase
of boundary layer depth. The strength of the formulation lies
in its straightforward assumptions, analytical solutions,
agreement with observations and flexibility in light of better
plume data. While a detailed description of properties of the
turbulent eddies may not be essential to large-scale numerical
simulations, this model may provide a link to the initiation
of fair weather cumulus which form when energetic eddies are
able to protrude an inversion to the lifting condensation level.
On a local level, the scale of the wind variability is indi-
cated by the distribution of plumes and their momentum deficit.
Atmospheric diffusion under unstable conditions may be studied
by computing the trajectories of an array of tagged parcels
(ingested into an idealized plume array) emitted from sources
of various configurations. The model is not intended to com-
pete in rigorous pursuit of the true nature of the unstable
6planetary boundary layer but it offers significant information
on both the bulk and elemental properties while requiring a
relatively modest effort.
CHAPTER I
THE NATURE OF BUOYANT THERMAL ELEMENTS
Turbulent shear flows over a range of Reynold's numbers
are dominated by large eddy-type structures which develop and
interact in a highly non-linear fashion. Eddies within heated
jets and atmospheric boundary layers display a similar "saw-
tooth" temperature trace as shown in Figure 2. The plume
concept developed by Priestly (1959) has been identified as
a geophysical manifestation of a turbulent burst. Consequently,
Antonia (1977) has found that the atmospheric burst-sweep cycle
measured a few meters above a wheat canopy is remarkably
similar to the laboratory phenomenon. Table 1 (Antonia, 1977)
shows the occupancy time and stress contribution of four types
of air motion: I. outward interaction, II. burst, III. wall-
ward interaction, and IV. sweep. It is noteworthy that the
plume (w'> 0, 9'- 0) and environment (w'< 0, 9'> 0) are the
dominant modes of momentum and heat transport. The negatively
contributing interaction evants which are observed to be less
organized and of a considerably smaller scale can be conceived
of as the entraining eddies at the downwind plume- environment
interface. Figure 2 illustrates the ramp-like temperature
structure forming as the plume translates with a elevated
"steering level". The forward edge undergoes continual mixing
with the environment, while the most buoyant surface air
accelerates upward. Near the rear of the plume a temperature
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Figure 2.
a) The temporal
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b) A schematic of lower plume structure (from
Kaimal and Businger, 1970).
TABLE 1
Contribution of bursts, sweeps, and interaction terms
to heat flux and momentum stress near a heated planetary
surface
Quadrant: II III IV
Stress
contribution
(percent)
Occupancy
time
(x y)
u w
u
-8 w
x> O,y> 0 x< O,y> 0 x, O,y< 0
-15.4
-44
-26.9
66.7
72
76.9
-18
-20
-34.6
x > O,ye- 0
66.7
92
84.6
.0 0 0* 0 0 0 0 00* 0. 000000*00.00 0 0 0 00"000a0 
00000 0
u w
u 0
-8 w
.17
.23
.17
outward
interaction
.32
.31
.32
burst
.16
.16
.22
wallward
interaction
.35
.30
.29
sweep
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discontinuity develops. The plume region contains much more
turbulent kinetic energy on sub-plume scales than the environ-
ment. Khalsa and Businger (1977) have successfully used this
criterion to selectively sample plume versus environmental
properties in the trade-wind boundary layer. Figures 3 and 4
are a summary of findings for slightly, moderately and highly
unstable surface layers. The presence of interaction events
and the sampling technique are responsible for the overlapping
between the plume and environment. The typical plume has a
high turbulent energy due to rising parcels of heated air.
Near the surface the parcels in the plume updraft have a sig-
nificant momentum deficit. Manton (1977) finds that in the
lower mixed layer (z < 100 m) that plume-scale motions (1 100 m)
account for 70 percent of the total heat flux. The remainder
is a result of the turbulent bubbles that Ting and Hay (1977)
have observed to be the members of the plume family. The
predominance of sub-plume scales is indicated by Figure 5.
Although plumes appear to be vertically contiguous for
several hundred meters, their life span as witnessed by radar
and glider pilots does not exceed several minutes. A config-
uration of close-packed thermal elements is demonstrated in
Figure 6 which is the streamfunction from a two-dimensional
model by Kuo and Sun (1976). Since atmospheric plumes do not
occur in isolation, they become elongated as the familiar
circular vortex ring circulation becomes distorted vertically.
Konrad (1970) is able to detect the upper levels of plumes
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(from Khalsa and Businger, 1977).
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"burst length" in the temperature signal (from Manton,
1977). (x - average stability; highly unstable;
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impinging upon an elevated inversion using radar. The trace
which appears as a continuous row of inverted "U's" is remark-
ably similar to Figure 6.
As these plumes (depleted of buoyancy but not momentum)
are decelerated by the stable lapse rate aloft, they exchange
mass and act to further deepen the mixed layer. Various
investigators (Lenschow, 1970; Frisch and Businger, 1973;
Davison, 1975) have found that the horizontal cross sections
of plumes are elongated in an elliptical fashion in the direc-
tion of the mean wind shear. Even though the shapes of indi-
vidual plumes can change with height, the total area covered
by plume updrafts appears invariant with height. This need
not necessarily mean that the average individual plume radius
does not increase but that because of intermittency, coalescence,
and vertical acceleration, the number of parcels encountered
decreases with increasing height.
In the laboratory, Pshnay-Severin (1970) reports that
the plume remains attached to the surface about 20 percent of
the time with the rest of the time required for the surface
layer to become critically unstable. A similar auto-oscillation
mechanism is likely to occur in the atmosphere because the
plume is a highly effective heat transporter (Kaimal and
Businger, 1970). If the turbulent mechanisms become active
only sporatically and likewise if these features do not move
with the local mean wind then Taylor's hypothesis and the tra-
ditional way of measuring fluxes becomes less meaningful.
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Figure 6. Fields of a) streamfunction, and b) temperature for
900 LST (from Kuo and Sun, 1976).
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In other words, the average state is not realizable when the
turbulent eddies are either in an active or a passive mode.
It appears, therefore, that a phenomenological model which
can account for intermittency of the real fluxes will be more
successful than many traditional approaches.
"--~ly-l~-~L-~s~r~--~I ~I  CUIX~-I i I~YI~U~X
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CHAPTER II
STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
A. The Properties of the Convection
The model recognizes three distinct regions, classified
by the source of their burbulent kinetic energy. Zilitin-
kevich (1973) terms the region (z~ 0.1 L; L =  ) the shear
convection zone where the longitudinal and transverse velocity
perturbations are generated by velocity shear; while the
vertical velocities are governed by buoyancy forces. The
model considers this to be the stage of plume formation.
This is where Monji (1973) reports that the scale of w
rapidly increases with height. The saw-tooth temperature
trace is apparent in the region O.lL< z< 0.5L accompanied by
an increase in the heat flux. Therefore, 0< z< 0.1L is
the height interval region where small turbulent "bubbles"
of hot air are gathered by mechanical eddies and accelerated
by buoyancy up into the plume formation zone, which in turn
extends over the height interval (0.1L< z< 0.5L). This
discussion will not be concerned with the precise nature of
these shear generated eddies which are discussed extensively
by Townsend (1976) and Willmarth (1975).
The height where buoyancy generation begins to dominate
at z=L/2 will be considered to be the base of the plume-
type convective eddies. At this level the saw-tooth temper-
ature and velocity time dependence is evident in Figure 2.
YIL~"L""LII rillll~L-e*L~- en~L~P ~ -I *
_ ____L ----- I
Higher up, the differences in plume propagation and in the
mean wind shear cause the plumes to become erect while the
temperature and vertical velocity fluctuations become symetric
in shape. The rapid oscillations within the plume continues
as the updraft is comprised of continuously interacting,
turbulent elements of considerably smaller scale. The air
which is not forced directly by buoyancy forces (except,
perhaps near the inversion) is quiesent and is characterized
by gentle, steady subsidence. (Within the plume formation
zone the "sweep" event is likely to be instrumental in
initiating the burst cycle. However, within the plume region
the environmental subsidence is quite passive.) The entrain-
ment along the plume-environment interface (interaction events)
results in an exchange of heat, mass and momentum causing,
for example, the mean plume to become cooler and less buoyant.
According to observations taken throughout the mixed layer,
the average percent cross-sectional area covered by plume
updrafts remains nearly constant with height with an average
of between 0.40 and 0.45. To maintain mass the downdraft is
only slightly weaker than the mean plume updraft. There are,
however, regions within the plume where the local updraft may
exceed the average plume velocity at that height due to enhanced
turbulence activity within the updraft region.
The plume impinges upon a very stable elevated inversion
which has formed due to previous hours of surface heating in
an initially stable atmosphere. The decelerating plumes mix
LC___IICY_)_L__*~___jII~LYL .IPL~lil~ V~s~ -P ~L- .IOIIPPIQI~- IPI
_ d~-~b~B1IIL1I
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with the overlying air in a complex fashion. Figure 7 shows
schematically a process where Kelvin-Helmholtz billows form
in response to a local increase in vertical wind shear.
Through entrainment the mixed layer is deepened and the in-
version rises until the surface heating diminishes.
B. Determination of Model Parameters from the Initially
Given State
The parameters that serve as externally determined input
for the model are displayed in Table 2. In order to find the
corresponding values for the surface stress the geostrophic
drag laws for diabatic boundary layers is taken from Tennekes
(1973).
Define: V Oe Rc b  z ; E~o. )v4X -*
fL tX (C\"V
cr~@Seosf-ro~;c ee43u~ e c~v~~e ; g;-Cl y
~i~~5o
V~ A.V-c.
IV\ -L +. -A o, - V2
L\.~e.\c~etir aN Lk T4 C 0 \CA eCk % Makos~nc
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Figure 7. Schematic of the entrainment process at the
plume-inversion interface (from Randall, 1976).
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TABLE 2
Input Parameters
Symbol Representative
value (units)
Roughness length
Inversion height
Mean surface pressure
Mean surface potential
temperature
Mean Boundary Layer
Geostrophic Wind
Thermal wind across
the boundary layer
Lower surface layer
lapse rate
z
z.1
P
o
0.05
10
10
(m)
(m)
(mb)
300 (OK)
V , U , G
9 9
AV , AU
g g
2-
5 (m/s)
1 (m/s)
0.2 (oK/m)
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This theory, based upon asymptotic invariance, cannot
be used in this case for several reasons. AG cannot be
chosen beforehand, as the potential temperature profile is
one of the model results. More importantly, there appears to
be a significant amount of scatter in the values of A,B, and
C presented by Tennekes. For all unstable lapse rates,
A -5, B_ 7 are representative but tests show that the
variation with m(= ka ) ay be sufficient to make a properiL
solution of Lxk and G, less than straightforward.
Alternatively, following Garrat (1978), one can use sur-
face layer similarity theory to find suitable values for the
drag and heat transfer coefficients at z=L/2.
For momentum transfer, this gives:
(C / - 9r - c
0e JL. L
X - 1 S-
23
For heat transfer:
CHL/
re h 0 1 V,
,V,, , re 
_2. vN .21
To solve for CD, L/2 and CH, L/2, L/zo , L/zT must
be estimated to a fair degree of accuracy. For surfaces such
as orchards with large roughness elements, Garrat estimates
zo/zT = 10 whereas over smooth surfaces, zo/ZT =4. Rough
surfaces can reasonably be identified with L/zo=102 and
smooth surfaces with L/zo=103 . Using these limits the
boundsI inTable 3 are obtained. Generally, neither the
'onin-Obukov nor the roughness length is known a priori.
However, if the results from this calculation do not corres-
pond reasonably with the drag coefficients employed, the pro-
cess is iterated with a new initial value of L/zo (nd L/zT) ,
After initial values of CD, CH are chosen, the surface
stress and heat flux are found from:
S L/L C bL/L 7_
U.e = UL/2 C / (ot - L/i.> 0
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TABLE 3
Surface Layer Drag Coefficients
CD' L/2 H L/2
"Rough" L/z = 100 15.5 X 10 8.1 X 10
"Smooth" L/z = 1000 6.0 X 163  4.5 X 10-0
.--~i- mmi-l^~- "-u-L~u~- ' 'riei~l^ D  LC" -- II"*-CUYILIP*I*
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The next step is to find the mean wind speed at a height of
L/2. Following Wyngaard, et. al. (1974), by defining the
pressure gradient in terms of the geostrophic wind, the steady
state mean field momentum equations may be written:
(lower case denotes perturbation quantities)
When the inversion is approximated by an impervious lid
bounding the mixed layer, the profiles of the fluxes acquire
a universal form as a function of z/zi . Figure 8 indicates
that the stress profiles from a moment-closure model are
curiously a function of wind direction. Especially odd is
that in the convective limit, zi/L =500, ~Y4 0 for a
westerly surface wind and slightly positive for the other
:hree wind directions. Observations are not of sufficient
quality within the mixed layer to verify the model calculations.
If the fluxes are assumed to be justifyably accurate, then
it would be well to have the output profiles for discrete
values of z./L from 40 to the convective limit. The
direction of the surface wind can be approximated as 200 to
the left of the geostrophic direction; the same value of L
as above can be used to find the proper zi/L. An interpolated
flux profile can be used on the right hand side of equations
(3a,b). Combining (3a) and (3b) with the component of U
.26
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Figure 8. Stress profiles for a) zi/L = 50,
and b) zi/L = 500 and for the four orthogonal
surface wind directions (from Wyngaard,
et. al., 1974).
along the wind in the surface layer yields;
UL/_ V- l ),! Ul - U 15 V2. - -.
Combining (4) and (2a) and introducing G, the magnitude of
the geostrophic wind, produces an equation for Vg: (dropping
subscripts)
- 4-- - =o L
In the northern hemisphere the surface wind is sub-geostrophic
when cx > 0, p< 0 while in the southern hemisphere ~ <0,
UL0. Equation (5) is readily solved using an iterative pro-
cedure such that the angle of geostrophic departure is given
by (6).
The above relations allow direct solution of the entire set of
flow and flux parameters.
U'3 = QT os
U = US + ov
4/C=
1. ..%a. = 13
--- *IT IPYliPI CLe*~i-Yi~~lrrrrrrrsil~i y FAW- - L - --- ii .ft.WYAN-ls
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The values of L/z and zi/L are subsequently checked
to be in reasonable agreement with the value assumed at the
onset.
C. Mechanical Stresses and the Mean Wind Profiles in the
Surface and Mixed Layers
In its present state, the plume convection model is not
capable of predicting the stress profile throughout the entire
mixed layer. Once the surface stress vector has been deter-
mined with some certainty, the departure from the mean geo-
strophic wind can be calculated from the velocity flux profiles
obtained from the moment-closure model. For this purpose,
the velocity and fluxes are partitioned into mean geostrophic
departure and thermal wind components. This is done as
follows: Define the geostrophic departure as
Z- t = wn c
and let the thermal wind components be:
-e-e = - 4 - --_&V j/
S-) (CIYA- X)T
~~~L-- Briiiru;*n~u*r~ -~r*- L IP II'- 'rlL1--~ rrrr*--4i~l~i~-'^~
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Wyngaard, et. al. (1974) shows that for the differentiated
form of equation (8) the thermal wind terms often are dominant.
The assumption implies that the shear of the geostrophic wind
greatly alters the mechanical stress but has no measurable
effect upon the observed wind shear. Parcels of air within
the convective boundary layer rise from the surface to the
inversion in about 10 minutes and the result is that the
horizontal wind does not respond geostrophically to the mean
horizontal pressure gradient at each height. However, the
average pressure gradient that is generated over many plume
cycles is balanced by the mean geostrophic winds within the
boundary layer. The test of this reasoning lies with the
application of the model to various baroclinic situations.
Figure 9a displays approximate flux profiles at zi/L
for an easterly surface flow and for the average of all wind
directions. The "average" wind profile (Figure 9b) shows a
substantial decrease in the wind shear with height in the
mixed layer. Although the U component exceeds its geo-
strophic counterpart, its magnitude is sub-geostrophic because
the longitudinal stress profile allows virtually no turning
with height. The moment closure and the slab-type mixed
layer models agree in that VvO throughout an unstable
boundary layer. The wind profile for surface easterlies
displays significantly more shear in the lower mixed layer.
It will be interesting to observe the extent, if any, to
which this behavior is verified. Within the surface layer
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Figure 9.
a) Assumed flux profiles derived from Wyngaard's
moment-closure model for zi/L = 50.
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Figure 9.
b) Geostrophic departure associated with stress profiles in Figure 9a).
the mean wind profile follows similarity theory up to the
height where it matches the profile of the mixed layer.
D. Structure of the Convection Model
1. Mixed layer convection
The convective elements within the surface and mixed
layers are modeled after Manton (1975, 1976). The pertinent
steps of the derivations will be outlined but a more complete
discussion can be found in the original references. The
equations for conservation of momentum and mass for a thermal
plume may be written as:
s (P V - PA %, -
06
where C, plume variable, ( e environmental variable
V= elemental plume volume, P potential density.
The plume volume element is defined as the mean volume flux
divided by the rate of plume generation per unit area: i.e.
where AV ~ fraction of horizontal plane occupied by thermals
N plumes per unit area at the base of convection
-I- E rate of plume release.
Since the "free" convection within the mixed layer origi-
nates in the upper portion of the surface layer, the lower
.---I~II'C"~U*-Y ---_ Zlr~~-~~l~i *lllll
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boundary of the deep convection model is arbitrarily placed at
z=4L. The vertical coordinate is f = z-4L.
The lower boundary conditions are:
According to observations Ap 20.45 throughout the mixed
layer and as such will be taken as a constant. Employing
this assumption in equations (9a,b) yield a characteristic
length scale given by:
The local response time of a thermal, D/wpf , is much smaller
than zi/wpf, the response time of the entire layer. The
total time derivative, t(' in equation (9) is therefore
dominated by vertical advection within the plume
Replacing Yf, equation (9) becomes:
Because the thermal elements are not isolated, Ap is con-
stant and does not increase with altitude as does the turbulent
plume of Morton, et. al. (1956). The right hand side of
equation (llb) shows that the rate of entrainment is propor-
tional to the vertical acceleration, rather than proportional
to the updraft velocity; the latter is a common assumption for
_I^III__LYU~ ~_L* IYW ~l~l~-i III~X
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turbulent jets.
The equations are written in terms of the normalized
variables defined by:
D2
chosen such that at y=0, w=l, s=l. Neglecting terms of order
sf, the mass flux balance requires that We/w =- '-
Equations (lla,b) transform to:
1 - (j- ->- AO
-i -
A mixed layer, by definition, is essentially isentropic
even though the mixing is done by thermally generated turbu-
lence. Setting b~ - O makes possible the simple similarity
solutions: -A
For A =0.4 and 0.5, the normalized solutions are displayed in
P
Figure 10. For y> 1 the updraft increases as z1 /4 until
the inversion is approached. However, Farmer (1975) reports
that the velocities of thermals approach their asymptotic
6S , W
4- Ap 5 Ap = .4
Ap = .4
3
2-
Ap = 5
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Figure 10. Profiles of the normalized vertical velocity,
w, and buoyancy factor, S, as functions of y:(z-z )/D
for the neutrally stratified deep convection model. -
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limit at a level well within the mixed layer, This is most
likely due to the decelerating effect of slightly stable
lapse rates, observed to be about 0.20 K. per kilometer
(Warner and Telford, 1967). This stability is the result of
the entrainment of warm air into the top of the mixed layer
at the inversion. In order to close the system it is proposed
that stable potential temperature gradients do not depend
upon the local dynamics but only upon the magnitude of local
temperature fluctuations; i.e.
This states that the buoyancy of a thermal increases with
increasing local stability. This is impossible in the surface
layer where the lapse rate is superadiabatic. However, above
a height of 4L, the stability, which is nearly neutral, changes
little with height. This closure assumption allows the well
behaved similarity solutions as shown by Manton (1975).
G- C
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The asymptotic value of the plume updraft is inversely
proportional to the buoyancy parameter, C . Table 4
indicates that as w. increases this value is less likely to
be approached within the mixed layer.
At the height of 4L the thermals have undergone a
substantial acceleration and entrainment is likely to deplete
their buoyancy rapidly with increasing height. The proper
value of 6 , therefore, depends upon the height (measured
in L) that the free convection is assumed to commence. (For
the present case, J =0.1 appears to be reasonable.) The
buoyancy factor, 6 , as a function of the free convection
height can be adjusted to better match observations of plumes
within the mixed layer. The normalized solutions for
6=0.5 and 0.3, A p=0.5 shown in Figure 11 indicates that
the reduced entrainment and stability counteract one another
to produce a nearly constant vertical velocity in the upper
mixed layer. When the buoyancy factor, G , is increased,
the lower mixed layer becomes more stable. The importance of
this effect in the convective boundary layer will be discussed
in regard to the combined surface-mixed layer model.
E. The Structure of Convection Within the Surface Layer
The model of convection near the surface uses the same
equations (9a,b) written in terms of the individual plume
cross-sectional area, Cp .
TABLE 4
Model sensitivity to the buoyancy parameter,
for A = 0.5, D = 100 m
p 2
4 1.19 .58 58
3 1.24 .77 77
2 1.30 1.15 115
1 1.49 2.3 230
.5 1.73 4.6 460
.3 1.95 7.6 760
2.53 23.
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Figure 11.
a) Normalized solutions w,s, for the stable
stratified deep convection model for C = .5
and & = .3.
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Figure 11.
b) Normalized solutions for e - 8o for
the stable stratified deep convection
model for 0 = 0.5 and 6 = .3.
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According to Manton (1976):
= Per h k
The area fraction of plumes is given by a constant Ap where
Ap= qp vn
Once again, -s is the density perturbation which is O(10-3),
so that vertical advection dominates the time derivative
permitting equation (15) to be approximated by:
C 4 S --A a
..L ,7h,
2.8
(I10
(Xk ( -A 1r
Within the constant stress layer, the surface heat flux is
considered known, so that a characteristic vertical velocity
and length are given by:
The non-dimensional governing equations with x=z/D, ud=w/w*
and <(-= a , then become:
S
Cc ' Q-': C )X
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Convection within the surface layer should follow Monin-
Obukov similarity. As the plumes we consider are not identi-
fiable below a height of z=L/2, it is possible to apply
free convective scaling to the basic plume model described in
section (D). Following Manton (1976), assuming that potential
temperature and vertical velocity fluctuations are independent
of u*, dimensional analysis yields:
/ 2/3
where we take the values c. =0.90 and cw=3.6 from obser-
vations. In the plume model the variances can be written
explicitly in terms of plume variables, so for example,
',pplying (18) therefore restricts the similarity solutions
for the thermal elements to have the dependences on x=z/D:
= S X ) tW= X C ' XW
-ee So 0.9( - A)
4,: k ~ (q)
2 _ 3.6 (I-A k/AA
M L) I
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The mean potential temperature gradient is given by:
The updraft velocity increases at a faster rate and s decreases
at a slower rate than in the mixed layer aloft. The vertical
variation of the plume variables s and w in Figure 12 show
that the individual plume in the surface layer accelerates and
spreads simultaneously. Therefore the number of plumes in
any given area must decrease with height indicating that thermal
elements coalesce as they rise within the surface layer.
F. Interpretation of the Model
1. Surface layer-mixed layer transition
In linking the surface layer and mixed layer plume
convection models, z=4L is chosen as the level above a heated
-urface where the mixed layer dynamics begin to take effect.
Since the rising thermals do not suddenly change their
structure, a transition zone in the range 5L <z -10L is
postulated where the solution is a combination of the two
models. For z (4L only surface layer plumes exist and for
z711L deep convection plumes are the sole turbulent elements.
The combination which need not be linear is formulated to
allow smooth transition in all plume quantities between models.
2. Intermittency- Evaluation and effects
Convection in the atmosphere is intermittent because a
-C4-P--~-(-I LL~- L^ ~i--YY/I~LI1
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Figure 12. Normalized solutions to the surface
layer plume model (w = vertical velocity;
b = plume width; s = buoyancy factor).
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plume circulation transports heat vertically at a faster rate
than the average available from surface heating. The inter-
mittency factor is defined at z=L/2 by:
*1. G-it 'j i.
where t . total plume cycle time
~ time required for a critical lapse rate to
develop immediately following plume termination
at L/2
dy time required for the plume turbulence to deplete
the layer below L/2 of sufficiently buoyant
air to maintain the convection
Pshenay-Severin (1970) has devised an auto-oscillating con-
vection model where the quiescent and disturbed states are
represented by mixing coefficients K) X respectively.
From this model the intermittency can be computed from:
and the intermittency is calculated from:
where - \ /
.k.\ lapse rate immediately following the active stage
B = critical lapse rate for plume formation
=. surface heat flux
effective conductivity
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The mixing coefficient during the quiescent period; 4
is assumed to be a known constant whereas is obtained from:
where 8 is the effective intermittency and ) is the
average lapse rate in the sub-plume layer during the active
phase. Here it is assumed that the heat transport between
plume activity is negligible above a height of z,<0.lL. The
heat flux divergence within the layer z 40.5L during
quiescent periods causes the lapse rate to increase to Y .
At this point the convective mixing commences and continues
until the mean surface layer lapse rate is reduced to ffinal"
Equations (20) and (21) give the intermittency that is asso-
ciated with the mean heat flux at z=L/2.
By assuming that -=, Ky=.5 0 /m, Ye
+ = c,eS - aO- z
the constant C can be written:
0, /5
The effective intermittency, 1, appears in (21)
because the average heat flux (at L/2) during the active stage
is affected by intermittency. Consider the vertical cross
section through an idealized field of plumes in Figure 13.
In Figure 13a, due to intermittency only two of the four plume
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Figure 13. Schematic vertical cross-section of a plume field where
a) I = Ie = 0.5 and for b) I = 0.5, Ie = 1.
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cells are occupied by actively overturning convection,
Therefore, the flux within the active plumes is 2wQ, In the
lower sketch, despite the intermittency the entire field is
occupied by either a plume updraft or downdraft such that the
time average flux per active area is wO. Numerical simulations
(Kuo and Sun, 1976) indicate that in natural convection plumes
enroach upon one another's territory to a certain extent.
(1- 2) measures the fraction of the area in a plume cell that
is inactive; that is, when an updraft does not occupy the cell
at that level. The velocity of the top and bottom of the
thermal circulation are assumed to move with the updraft
velocity such that the intermittency is uniform with height.
Then at any height the mean real flux can be expressed as:
..- Af + ( A p_
Substituting for I in (21) gives the following equation for '
7_ = - -C 4r-2k- 
In the model, therefore, it is necessary to replace Ap
with A , and this has the effect of increasing the updraftp
_II__I/LPII _Y.~___I-~-~Y- LILI_ I^.L1.  IIIIEIU~LII~ III~-i~~
area. Since A 10.75 appears to be in fair agreement with
what little data there is, the effect of intermittency on
plume variables is minor.
With the intermittency determined the cycle of plume
formation can be approximated. According to Pshnay-Severin
(1970) the time lag between thermals takes the form;
From which the plume residency time is:
and the cycle period is given by:
While it is recognized that a turbulent field contains energy
on an entire range of time and space scales, these represented
by the model are responsible for much of the flux of heat and
momentum.
Intermittent turbulence also occurs on scales smaller
than the plumes. Manton (1977) estimates that plume-scale
motions comprise only 60 percent of the measured heat flux in
updrafts while in downdraft regions they account for 80 percent.
Khalsa and Businger (1977) successfully use the fact that
turbulence is modulated by plume updrafts to conditionally
sample the trade wind boundary layer. A simple way to include
this intermittent contribution is to write the modulated fluxes
and variances as:
T, CC'L(~L A$ 4 e~~~lA~
The magnitudes
as follows:
_
of the plume velocity and buoyancy are altered
me
Only a portion of the turbulent energy is attributable to the
modeled top-hat plume motions thereby decreasing the magnitude
of plume variables. The model output is translated into
iverage correlations by: (x,y represent any plume variables,
e.g. e,w) A -An
In this way the model can be used to calculate the mean field,
average fluxes, and characteristics of the thermal elements.
3. The array of plumes in the horizontal plane
The plume variables that arise from the model are
ensemble averages, and their interpretation in terms of
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individual thermal elements is ambiguous. The idealization
employed is that the plumes encountered at a certain altitude
are identical. In reality, there is a size distribution
centered about the modeled scale. Asai (1970) shows that the
inhibiting effect of shear causes the preferred mode of
convection to be alligned with the mean wind shear vector.
Near the surface, Davison (1975) observed the ratio of along
wind to cross wind plume dimensions to be from five to eight
under moderate wind conditions. Deep within the mixed layer
where the mean wind shear is small, the free convection
limit implies that the plumes become nearly symetric. The
plume translation speed is uniform with height and equal to
the velocity at some height within the mixed layer. An
appropriate form for dimension ratio at z=L/2 is:
(V= plume length/plume width) ( U = C/vS
V- \ 4+ VI
where U is the translation velocity relative to the buoyant
tr
bubbles originating at 0.1L.
Since unidirectional shear does not affect transverse
motions, the cross wind dimension, b, of plumes is related
only to the height of the plume formation, D = L/2. An
p
appropriate initial plume width is taken to be 10D=5L. A
schematic of the horizontal plume field (Figure 14) shows a
plausable array of updrafts, downdrafts and inactive regions.
1.
Figure 14. A schematic of a horizontal cross-section
of a field of identical plumes. (blanks denote
downdrafts; lines denote updrafts; and arrows
indicate direction of plume motion)
To insure that the transverse dimension of a plume up-
draft does not exceed the dimensions of the environmental
regions (downdraft plus inactive area), the length, ae, and
width be of the "environment" are given by:
The time evolution of the array would show updrafts appearing
for a period of tactive and then shutoff for t, in such a
fashion that Ap(=na) remains constant.
4. The interpretation of the plume formation layer
The nature of the interaction between the burst and
sweep at the surface associated with the plume is complicated
and not well understood. In the height (0 <z<L/2) the plume
gathers the buoyancy and momentum of turbulent bubbles which
predominate in mixed convection. Davison (1974) devised a
heuristic model of the lower plume structure and showed with
some success that both the shape factor (r) and translation
velocity (Utr) can be uniquely chosen to maximize the heat
transport. A similar model is employed here to find a unique
relation between the surface layer heat flux, plume trans-
lation speed, plume vertical velocity and shape factor, r,
evaluated at z=L/2.
Figure 15, a schematic cross section along the plume
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Figure 15. Vertical cross-section along a plume
parcel trajectories drawn with respect to the
centerline with
plume translation.
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centerline shows the trajectories of various parcels with
respect to the translating plume. The passage of the plume
triggers the release of potential energy near the surface due
to the low pressure produced by vertical acceleration. The
height where plume formation is complete (z=L/2), is also
the level of the stagnation point that separates active air,
flowing into the plume, and passive air, remaining near the
surface. The numbered circles represent parcels of air whose
trajectory relative to the translating plume is indicated.
Parcel 1, having the greatest buoyancy of those tagged is the
first to be drawn into the plume. Parcels 2 and 3 follow.
However, parcels 4 and 5 do not have sufficient buoyancy and
do not rise into the plume base. The trajectory normal to the
plume surface at zs represents a critical buoyancy level
that separates active from passive parcels. This parameteri-
zation given:atranslation speed, plume separation, and surface
heating rate predicts the fraction of available parcels that
become activated.
Davison (1974) finds that most of the plume heat and
mass flux is concentrated in a convergence zone of thickness A
parallel to the rearward edge, as shown in Figure 16. He
finds from observations that the following relation holds for
the majority of plumes sampled:
where zc sheight of the convergence zone boundary perpendic-
ulat to the front at zs . zn ' height of buoyant parcel
generation ' 0.1L.
The convergence zone thickness is approximated by:
= 2 ' Area of convergence zone
Perimeter of convergence zone
= r'b
l+r
From the geometry of Figure 16, one finds the slope of the
rearward edge at the stagnation point:
VJ\W = i M,, "-.e = o. L
A)
-I (a2-~
wjL
In order for a parcel to become active, its trajectory must be
steeper than the critical slope. Therefore,
+4' \ IS
where the vertical bubble velocity wb
SXP
can be written:
+ - T___
The critical buoyancy can now be evaluated as:
{&~1 (~b -2() >z b-
or, since the initial vertical velocity is negligible,
- -
g O~I1S)L
Take the bubble temperature perturbations as normally
distributed about a mean which in turn is determined by the
heating at the upper edge of the mechanically mixed region.
T bC
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Figure 16.
a) Geometry of the convergence zone in the
viscinity of zs.
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Figure 16.
b) A Gaussian distribution of parcel temperature
perturbation centered about T' The shaded
portion (T'> T'c) is the frac ion of active
elements.
(Khalsa and Businger (1977) find a log-normal distribution of
temperature within the surface layer. The gaussian is chosen
here for simplicity but the method outlined can easily be
extended.) The violent mixing due to plume passage renders
the formation layer nearly neutral, so the bubble temperature
perturbation is due principally to surface heating. The
average bubble has an excess temperature of:
evaluated at z=0.1L,
where h= 2..- ' /
Z= /
The fraction of active parcels is expressed by the probability
that the bubble temperature exceeds the critical perturbation.
Specifically: ( T = SV o k te VM~ u e \t
-T  -
The probability calculation is displayed in Figure 16b.
It appears that the faster the plume translates, the less the
likelihood that any parcel will gain sufficient buoyancy to
become active.
The bubble probability is extended to indicate the
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fraction of available air that is ingested from the sub-layer
into the plume. The conservation of volume (density variations
are minor) requires that:
P')L-Z C\j t>
The first term on the right represents the active bubbles
while the second term. arises from a vortex ring-like circulation.
When the mean wind is very light, Utr -0 and:
Since the vortex ring circulation decreases in strength at the
surface as Ut  increases from zero let:
k re- i=x-+X t
An equation for Utr is thereby obtained.
Lhf C 6 C)
"n order not to allow negative translation velocities, let
c=2(1+ V) to yield:
Equations (24) and (25) comprise a closed set that enables a
determination of the plume translation velocity. Equation (25)
is self consistant because as Utr goes to zero, Tbl increases
without bound such that Pr(Tbl> Tblc ) approaches unity.
G. Evolution of the Mixed Layer
The entrainment at the upper bounds of the mixed layer
can be approximated following Manton (1975) from the plume
velocity and lag time between successive thermal plumes.
At the inversion, the plume has little (negative or positive)
buoyancy and is travelling at the asymptotic velocity, w,.
The deceleration of the updraft as it impinges upon the
stable layer can be approximated by: '(subc p a &s pp
where 9 = temperature within the stable layer.
Accordingly, the penetration distance, Z , is given by:
For example, a thermal element may penetrate a distance of
15 meters into the stable layer in 30 seconds at which time
it has a large negative buoyancy. It subsequently mixes
with the air below a height of z=zi +T . Another thermal
element arrives at the inversion at intervals of t,. The
region denoted by z. z <z i + L! will become well mixed if
the penetration time is small with respect to the plume lag
time.
The volume flux into the stable layer is Ap w such
that the inversion mixing time is given by 'i where
A\-)
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If 1,/t, i  hen all of the stable air in the region
zi<..z ez i + "4 is flushed into the mixed layer and replaced
by plume air. Thus, a sharp inversion is formed at zi +
where buoyancy forces suppress vertical mixing. The horizontal
variation of the inversion height undulates between z and
z + X as the plumes arrive at discrete intervals. If
~t/t*,, 1, the plumes pass through a partially mixed
region and the inversion is diffuse. A sharp inversion forms
only when a layer stable enough to make 'f < < t, is formed.
From these considerations the mean rise rate of the
inversion is given by:
The ratio of downward heat flux to upward heat flux at the
surface is: C = e
(This ratio is assumed to be constant in the majority of
mixed layer models.) For the limit of a strong inversion (25)
reduces to:
zG Q
- 2-- K2-
The mean heating rate of the mixed layer is therefore
approximately:
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For example, with Q /Q = 0.2, Q = 0.1 moK/s, and
zi = 1000 m, the layer heats at a rate of 0.450 K per hour.
Equation (26) is likely to be a slight overestimate when the
inversion level is steadily increasing throughout the day-
light hours.
If the stability of the inversion is given as
and the temperature jump is defined as
b -- ~e4 then we can write:
For the case where 0 -- , there is no inversion, such that
from CArA : ___ __
The heat flux balance requires that:
bZ i 1 + +- Qck 0
Therefore, in the limiting case of weak inversion the boundary
.ayer rise rate is given by:
For a distinct inversion the penetration depth, ) , can be
approximated by assuming a linear temperature profile. Using
and (27) we obtain the inversion strength rate equation:
ssze
The inversion increases when:
P,( ~5 Q j~cid " ' (4C,3-
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implying that a less stable layer is needed to cap a deep
mixed layer than a shallow one. The boundary layer rise rate
for < < t* is given by:
This rate is generally faster than the no inversion case
governed by (28). In practice, the strong and weak inversion
rise rates ((28) and (30)) provide limits that envelop the
observed rise rate.
_gi~,xrP-~wrirrrrs--yi~L.
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CHAPTER III
REAL DATA EVALUATION
To examine the performance of the plume model against
observations and numerical simulations, we choose the data
of Day 33 of the Wangara experiment (Clarke, et. al., 1971),
Although the observational procedure was designed to detect
changes in the meso-structure of mean field quantities, the
models of Yamada and Mellor (1975), Deardorff (1974) and
Wyngaard and Cote (1974) provide sufficient information
about the turbulent properties on which to base a comparison.
On day 33 the weather is fair with a gentle surface wind of
2 to 3 m/s. The output of various models is compared at
times of 1100, 1400 and 1600 local standard time (LST). The
early morning and late evening periods are excluded in this
initial test because the formation and erosion of the inversion
layer are complex processes which are only crudely simulated
in the present plume model. Figure 17 indicates that the
transition from a stable to an unstable boundary layer occurs
between hours 10 and 11. After this time the gradual but
steady increase in the inversion height indicates that the
form of convection does not change significantly. (Hereafter,
Wyngaard's moment-closure model will be referred to as "m-c"
and Deardorff's model as "3-D".)
I~C~~YI~~I*II. ~ I1~WlbYI~Y llp-
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Figure 17. Boundary layer depth histories
for the three dimensional (solid) and moment-
closure (dashed) models on Day 33, Wangara
(from Wyngaard and Cote, 1974).
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A. The Evolution of the Mean Boundary Layer Structure
The plume model (or any parameterization) requires that
the mean field quantities be stationary with respect to the
time-scales associated with the convection. For example,
the equations of horizontal motion can be written in terms
of the mechanical stress.
-
If the field is horizontally homogeneous and there is no
mean vertical motion, then to parameterize the mean wind in
terms of mechanical stresses requires that:
V V
This condition is not generally met especially when geostrophic
wind shear is such that a deepening of the mixed layer causes
the entrainment of higher momentum air. On Day 33, - (V
happens to be small. In a numerical weather prediction model
the time rate of change of the wind at each level can be
ascertained from the previous time-step so that this term
;*_Ln__UII_1__________ -II- -(;I .. II-LI *-LI~ IC I-C-i Y~X
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Figure 18. Surface wind direction
(degrees from north) during Day 33,
(from Deardorff, 1974a).
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need not be an operational source of error.
The partition of the stresses into geostrophic departure
and geostrophic shear components may also be fallacious.
Figure 19 (taken from m-c models) shows that within the mixed
layer there is very little vertical shear of a 2.4 m/s wind.
According to equation (31) and Figure 20, the geostrophic
departure of the longitudinal velocity, U - U , is zero
about midway through the mixed layer where Q. u - = 0-
Since 7z = 4/5 m/s, the cross isobar flow angle must be
350 which is verified in Figure 18. Although this angle is
consistent with the 3-D and m-c models it is not observed.
The stress profiles and mean wind corresponding to zero
geostrophic wind shear derived from the m-c model are dis-
played in Figures 21 and 22. Apparently, within the mixed
layer the mean winds are not appreciably affected by the geo-
strophic shear, although the minor turning with height
( _-2 V>O in Figure 19b) is virtually eliminated. The
m-c model on which the stress parameterization is based has a
rigid lid at the inversion height. The uw profile in Figure
22 is linear but does not vanish at the inversion as we have
assumed in Figure 9. The reason for this unexpected
aberrent behavior has not been adequately explained by
Wyngaard and Cote (1974). Therefore, a more sophisticated
parameterization for the stress profiles, which takes into
account the stress at the inversion must be developed for
the plume model.
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Figure 19. Calculated mean wind profile from moment-
closure model, a) longitudinal component, b) trans-
verse component (from Wyngaard and Cote, 1974).
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Figure 19.
c) Mean observed and calculated wind
profiles for hour 15 (from Deardorff,
1974).
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Figure 20. Calculated profiles of the
a) transverse, b) longitudinal momentum
flux from the moment-closure model,
(from Wyngaard and Cote, 1974).
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For hours 12 and 16 the magnitude of vw in Figure 21b
is negligible throughout the convection layer. Therefore,
the cross-isobar flow angle in the mixed layer can be obtained
from:
AZ - he -i = o ;
where '* is the height where a linear extrapolation of u w
from the surface becomes zero. A cross-isobar angle of 350
and a surface wind of 2.5 m/s implies that u, = 0.34 m/s
which does not agree with the quoted friction velocity of 0.17rIm/s
The application of surface layer similarity to instantaneous
surface stresses by Deardorff (1974) is likely to be involved
in the discrepancy.
A summary of the Wangara Day 33 data that is externally
imposed can be found in Table 5. In order to obtain consistency
between the formulation for the drag coefficient at z=L/2
and the independently determined roughness-height zo , the
arameter m ( - / was set at -0.4.
(The moment-closure model of Wyngaard et. al. (1974) is not
particularly helpful in this case because stress profiles at
only two values of zi/L are available.) The derived quan-
tities that serve as direct input into the model appear in
Table 6. Note that the variation of the wind speed follows
the observations with some accuracy. A general theory for
the evaluation of cX within the surface layer is required.
Here, 0< is negative with the understanding that the wind at
z=L/2 is likely to be sub-geostrophic. By surface layer
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Figure 21. Moment-closure calculated profiles
of a) longitudinal, and b) transverse
momaentum flux for Day 33 wi h no thermal
wind (from Wyngaard and Cote, 1974).
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TABLE 5
External data for Day 33, Wangara
LST
1100 140
Inversion height, z(m) 1033 123
Surface virtual potential temperature,
8o (OK) 283.5 285
Mean boundary layer Geostrophic components
U (m/s) -3.85 -4.
Vg (m/s) 1.3 0.
Average thermal wind
Ug (m/s) 3 3.
Vg (m/s) -0.135 -0.
0
3
.5
37
98
24
19
Roughness height, z (m) -36X10 to
1600
1366
286.5
-4.71
0.75
3.4
-0.27
2 X 10 - 2
TABLE 6
Derived model parameters evaluated at a height of z = L/2
LST
1100 1400 1600
Cross isobar angle at surface, PO (deg) 8 7.2 6.9
Mean observed angle,
(11-17 LST) 10 10 10
Geostrophic Components
U (m/s) 4.02 4.44 4.73
V9 (m/s) 0.57 0.56 0.57
Surface wind at z = L/2, U(m/s) 2.60 3.04 3.34
Observed wind speed at z = L/2, U(m/s) 2.4 3.0 3.8
Monin-Obukov length, L(m) 6.34 6.64 8.39
Friction velocity, u,(m/s) 0.2 0.23 0.26
Temperature scale, 8,(OK) 0.525 0.66 0.67
theory we have UL,,/2  o- 9'M] 1 /2
which in this case implies that L/Z oL500. This is in
reasonable agreement with the observed range of L/zo:
317 < L/zo 4 1400.
Therefore, o( is chosen such that UL/2 calculated from the
friction velocity is in fair agreement with
U = U + (1/) Vg.
The mean wind in the surface layer follows equation (33)
until a height of 4L where the mixed layer stress profiles
are extrapolated from Figure 9. For example, Figure 20
shows the vertical variation of the mean wind in the planetary
boundary layer using vw for an easterly wind. Since the
slope of the modeled longitudinal stress, uw, does vary
significantly with height, the transverse velocity, v, is
identically zero. The highly structured observations of
mean wind (Figure 19c) indicate complex structure with height
that does not follow the idealized profile in Figure 23. It
is apparent that the present stress parameterization is not
sufficient to determine the structure of the mean wind profile.
This is because the inversion is an active surface where
stresses can be significantly different from zero. Here,
apparently VW remains negative throughout the mixed
layer so that the mean wind remains sub-geostrophic.
The potential temperature profiles at 3 hour intervals
shown in Figure 24 are essentially adiabatic upwards from a
few hundred meters. The height where the gradient of potential
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Figure 23. Comparison of model generated (solid line)
and observed (X's) geostrophic departure at 1100 LST
Day 33.
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Figure 24.
a) Mean virtual potential temperature calculated from the moment-closure model
for Day 33, Wangara (from Wyngaard and Cote, 1974).
b) Observed virtual potential temperature profiles for Day 33, (Clarke, et. al.,
1971).
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temperature vanishes marks the effective "boundary" between
the surface and mixed layers. In the model this occurs at
about eight Monin-Obukov lengths above the surface. For
1200 and 1500 LST, Figure 24b shows that the surface air is
1 to 1.50K warmer than the constant mixed layer temperature.
The 1200 sounding is significantly stable above 800 meters
indicating that the inversion is still intensifying. The
profiles derived from the model (Figure 25) are slightly
stable above z=10L ( ~K 0.1 °K/km) and superadiabatic
in the lowest 30 meters. In comparison the moment closure
model produces a slightly stable lapse rate within the mixed
layer but also produces an unrealistic increase in stability
near the surface.
The horizontally averaged heat flux is constant in the
surface layer according to the surface convection model. The
temperature and vertical velocity variances are computed from
the plume variables according to:
The surface heat flux can also be expressed as:
This, however, implies that '1' % are negative. Essentially,
this means that using a top-hat plume model and assuming a
perfect corellation between the vertical motion and temperature
-~1L--l*Y .~C~Y~ ~~-Ill- *  lbl-- -U-*l
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Figure 25. Temperature profiles in the lower
boundary layer calculated by the plume model
for Day 33, Wangara.
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perturbations overestimates the heat flux. Therefore, the
interaction events observed by Antonia (1977) cannot be
entirely neglected.
The derived heat fluxes for the mixed layer are shown
in Figure 27. The flux decreases less than 10 percent of
the surface value at the inversion height. The greatest
heating rate (- $- -8 ) occurs in the lower portion of the
mixed layer where the buoyant elements cool rapidly with
height. The curvature of the -w profile becomes less pro-
nounced with decreasing I . A linear heat flux profile,
an established property of convectively mixed layers, is
required to maintain the nearly neutral potential temperature
profile. Relative heating implied in Figure 27 results in
a destabilization of the lower mixed layer. The observations
in Figure 24b indicate that between 1200 and 1500 LST, a
slightly unstable lapse rate develops between the surface
and 0.3 km. The heat flux divergence (from Figure 23) indi-
cates a relative heating rate of 0.50 K/hour at 1400 while
the observed rate is about 0.30 K/hour. The paradox is that
while the derived fluxes imply a destabilization, the model
maintains a nearly neutral lapse rate. This is a direct
result of the artificiality of the closure assumption that
relates the local lapse rate and plume buoyancy through the
free parameter, 6 .
The heat flux profiles from the m-c and 3-D models
displayed in Figure 26 are essentially linear from the top
I1I____1C ____~yj_~_~LIIII~- -YMII~I~.L
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Figure 26.
Wancara
Calculated heat fluxes for Day
from ka) moment-closure model,
33,
(b) three dimensional model (from Wyngaard
and Cote, 1974).
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Figure 27. Plume model generated heat flux profiles for Day 33, Wangara.
z
of the surface layer to the inversion. Here, entrainment
induces a negative (downward) heat flux as discussed in
Chapter II(G). The ratio of the magnitude of the inversion
to surface heat fluxes in the 3-D model is about 0.15.
In order to ascertain this flux ratio and other relevant
quantities at the inversion level, the values of derived
quantities in Table 7 are required.
A comparison of the heat flux ratio between the models
(Table 8) shows a remarkable agreement between m-c and the
plume parameterization. The inversion rise rate, however,
is quite exaggerated in the strong inversion limit. On the
other hand, in the weak inversion limit there is no heat flux
divergency contributed by the stable layer aloft such that
the rise rate is too small.
The effect of this misrepresentation is likewise re-
flected in the inversion strength rate in Table 8. Part IV
of the table indicates that the mean boundary layer heating
rate is estimated well by equation (26) because the inversion
heat flux is taken into account. An alternative reasonable
representation of the mixed layer-inversion interface is
suggested in a succeeding chapter.
B. Characteristics of Plume Variables
The predicted plume variables offer an estimate of the
velocity, time, and space scales related to the major con-
I-~~~-m~*surrrrr~ uurruYusi -rrllr)~~~.-r
TABLE 7
Input into the inversion rise rate equation
from the plume model
LST
1100 1400
Stability above z i , P (m- 1 )
Potential Temperature
below the inversion, , (OK)
Mean Time between successive
plumes, t,(sec)
Vertical plume velocity at z.,
wp (m/s)
9.4 X 10 - 5
282.2
862
1.52
9.4 X 10 - 5
284.0
443
9.4 X 10 - 5
285.0
435
1.81 2.02
1600
87
TABLE 8
Comparison of boundary layer heating
1100
I. INVERSION/SURFACE
Heat Flux Ratio
a. 3-D 0.15
b. m-c 0.05
c. Plume model 0.04
II. INVERSION RISE RATE (m/hr)
a. 3-D
b. m-c
c. Plume model
strong inversion
limit
weak inversion
limit
d. observed
400 m/hr
400 m/hr
209 m/hr
14 m/hr
300 m/hr
100 m/hr
105 m/hr
486 m/hr
16 m/hr
70 m/hr
50 m/hr
70 m/hr
550 m/hr
17 m/hr
50 m/hr
III. Rate of increase of temperature discontinuity
a. Plume model 5.1 12.4
b. observed 0.5 0.5
IV. Mean boundary layer heating rate (oK/hr)
a. 3-D 0.60
b. m-c 0.59
c. Plume model 0.38
d. observed 0.45
0.66
0.65
0.49
0.66
at z. (oK/hr)
1
14.1
0.5
0.51
0.50
0.51
0.35
rates
LST
1400
0.15
0.12
0.11
1600
0.15
0.14
0.14
IIII__IC___l~__i____~rm---L.-l .LIIIYL - -~-Ul~l)~t-L* * sP FEII~)
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vective elements. Frisch and Businger (1973) conditionally
sampled plumes in the surface layer. Their findings are
plotted along with the normalized output of the plume model
in Figure 28. For a given thermal stratification the vertical
plume velocity increases and the plume temperature pertur-
bation decreases linearly with height in the upper portion
of the surface layer. Rapid acceleration and depletion occur
simultaneously in the region of 0 <z<L. The mean plume
updraft increases steadily during the day (shown in Figures
29 and 30) from 1.44 m/s.at 11 LST to 1.82 at 1600 LST midway
through the mixed layer. The associated buoyancy variable,
&(~ 8p/g~ decreases rapidly for z<0.2zi and gradually
in the upper mixed layer. The thermal elements rising in a
slightly stable atmosphere retain a positive buoyancy due to
the following closure assumption:
The surface layer plume model is capable of predicting
the dimensions of the plumes at any level. In deep convection,
however, the only restriction on individual plume area is that
the fractional area covered by updrafts is constant with height
or: Ap = n(p
If coalescence of thermals can be neglected then the number
of plumes at various heights are related by:
This states that as the elements accelerate upward the
IIIIILIWL_~__LII__LLI _ y~
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Figure 28. Comparison of normalized plume profiles of
temperature (a) and vertical velocity (b) between
surface layer plume model and data from Frisch and
Businger, (1973), X's.
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Figure 29.
a) Vertical plume velocity profiles near the surface
for Day 33.
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Figure 29.
b) Vertical plume velocity profiles for the
mixed layer for Day 33.
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Figure 30.
a) Buoyancy factor, s, near the surface for Day 33.
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Figure 30.
b) Buoyancy factor, s, for the mixed layer.
residency time of successive levels decreases accordingly.
The plume width shown in Figure 31 therefore increases rapidly
near the surface where the effects of coalescence and accel-
eration combine,and at a slower rate in the mixed layer.
That the scale of thermal turbulence varies with the Monin-
Obukov length is based upon the assumption that the "plume
formation zone" below a height z=L/2 maintains a constant
aspect ratio. The plume translation speed and initial area
and elongation along the shear stress vector at z=L/2 in-
crease with time as shown in Table 9.
The plumes travel at the same rate as the mean flow in
the lower mixed layer such that the motion of parcels within
the plume is rearward. If a linear profile of longitudinal
stress uw is assumed in the absence of thermal wind, then
the shear profile becomes slightly curved as shown in Figure 32
when the geostrophic shear component is added. The related
longitudinal velocity perturbation within the plume decreases
rapidly with height. The transverse stress, -w, is also
distorted by the geostrophic shear (Figure 33). The related
transverse perturbation velocities within the plume, although
weaker than the longitudinal perturbations, are maximum in
the middle of the mixed layer at 3 to 4 cm/s. Since the
plumes are in the form of vertically elongated vortex rings
(see Figure 6), the transverse velocity at the plume-environment
boundary can be significantly larger than the mean plume
velocity perturbation. Since wind variations and correlations
~ -lli-_ ~1.~ 1.1_ ._1 ~~___14_1_-___1_.~iymllr~~.l
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Figure 31. Profiles of plume width near the surface for
Day 33.
TABLE 9
Plume characteristics at the formation height
LST
1100 1400
Relative plume translation speed, Utr(m/s)
Eccentricity, r
Initial area, p L/2 (m2)
Initial plume width, bL/2 (m)
1.72
1.516
2.53 X 103
31.7
2.09
1.627
2.39
1.717
.2.9 X 103 4.78 X 103
33.2
1600
6 e
i  _
0.4 16 -
14
0.2-
0.0
O 2 3 5 6 7
x 10 -2 M 2 /S UW
Figure 32. Model calculated longitudinal stress (uw) profile (using
moment-closure parameterization) taking into account thermal wind
for Day 33.
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Figure 33. Mean plume longitudinal velocity, u perturbation profile
calculated from the stress profile in Figure t2.
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Figure 34. Model calculated transverse (vw) stress
profile (using moment-closure parameterization)
taking into account thermal wind for Day 33.
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Figure 35. Mean plume transverse velocity perturbation
profile calculated from the stress profile in
Figure 34.
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of such small magnitude are not easily measured, the direct
comparison of vw with field observations is presently im-
practical.
The characteristic plume-scale motions in Deardorff's
model range in width from 100 to 300 and lengths exceeding
600 meters. The buoyancy perturbations decrease rapidly with
height. At z=0.5 km, updrafts exceeding 2 m/s accompany
temperature perturbations exceeding 0.20K. The profile of
normalized vertical velocity variance (Figure 36) indicates
that a maximum plume velocity occurs within the lower portion
of the mixed layer in Deardorff's model. The plume model
variances (based upon plume velocities), co-plotted in Figure
36, indicate an abrupt deceleration at the inversion. A
portion of the decrease in the 3-D model variance may reflect
a depletion of turbulent buoyant elements within the plume
updrafts in the upper mixed layer. The normalized temperature
rariance (as the heat flux) decreases more rapidly with height
than in the 3-D model. Figure 37 indicates that e' is
minimum at z/z. = 0.75 where the mean heat flux is zero.
Therefore, there is a background temperature variance whose
net effect does not contribute to the vertical transport of
heat. Because the plume model represents a single scale of
motion, it is not possible to explicitly predict this back-
ground turbulence. The variance equation in terms of plume
quantities can be written:
_1 = CI T -A p- ~-~5"M
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Figure 36. Profiles of normalized vertical velocity
variance calculated from the plume and three dimensional
models. Gx = /e
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where bZ is a constant background variance.
Letting e = 1.6 e in Figure 34 alligns the variance
profiles to a satisfactory degree.
It is regretful that the evolution of the major eddies
in the 3-D model is not discussed in detail by Deardorff
(1974). The plume model computed time-scales of plume for-
mation and residency at z=L/2 are shown in Table 10. The
residency time decreases along with the time required to
achieve the potential instability as the day passes. Because
the convection becomes increasingly energetic during the day,
the plumes achieve the same height when the surface available
potential energy is depleted. The large aspect ratios confirm
the contention of Manton (1975) that the plumes become
elongated vertically in comparison to isolated thermals.
Because of the conjectures that comprised the equations leading
to Table 10, the magnitude and temporal variations are realistic
lthough their accuracy is suspect. The parameters that
comprise the plume model can be determined to a higher degree
of confidence as the phenomenological aspects of convective
turbulence continue to be studied.
I1___Plll_~eYI__I_*IYI___Y____s~ ~ .----CLI-PI~-_ -- LTr
TABLE 10
Temporal and Spatial Plume Scales
LST
1100 1400 1600
Quiescent interplume period, t,(sec) 862 443 435
Active plume period, td(sec) 388 334 290
Total plume period, (sec) 1250 777 725
Approximate maximum length of attached
plume, H p(m) at t = t, 470 470 470
Approximate maximum aspect ratio of
attached plume Hp/b = 5 at t = t, 5 4.5 4
I
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION AND TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS
In its present form the plume convection parameteri-
zation for thermally driven mixed layers has several short-
comings that merit discussion. That the representation,
in terms of identical plumes is rather simplistic, however,
is not a concern. The plume configuration is chosen at the
onset as an expedient way to capture the most prominent
physical characteristics of the observed turbulent elements.
There is no doubt that more funamental models based upon
the equations of motion (Deardorff, 1974) or second order
moment equations (Wyngaard and Cote, 1974) are capable of
giving a less biased view of the turbulent motions. Such
prognostic models are not likely candidates for boundary layer
parameterizations but rather they are a means of simulating
3ome aspects of a complex system. Their main utility is
toward the development of diagnostic relations relating
external parameters to highly derived quantities. In this
regard, the use of moment-closure stress profiles that did
not realistically account for the overlying inversion proved
to be only marginally successful. That the geostrophic shear
was not a major factor in determining the mean wind gives hope
that a fairly straightforward stress parameterization can be
formulated from the moment-closure type model.
The simplicity of the plume model will allow for
~-YYYrrllCL1I W - WWI WOMM 60-L II
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increasingly sophisticated alterations as merited through
observations or numerical simulations. Improvements can be
engineered so that the effects of the inevitable closure
assumptions can be monitored. (In Deardorff's (1974) model
diagnosis becomes impossible when every "run" is so resource
consuming.) In particular, the relationship between the
small scale fluctuations which produce the "saw-tooth"
temporal traces and the plume scale motions represented by
the "ramps" must become better understood. The interpretation
of the plume field as an ensemble of turbulent elements of
various sizes may be a worthwhile extension.
Before the model can be fine tuned, however, some glaring
inadequacies must be confronted. In the quest for analytical
solutions to the plume flux equations, an artificial closure
assumption relating plume buoyancy and the lapse rate is
employed. Plume velocity does approach an asymptotic limit
within the mixed layer but the buoyancy decreases too rapidly
below a level z = 0.3z. and too gradually above this level.
This results in a non-constant vertical heat flux gradient
that implies a too rapid destabilization of the lower mixed
layer. One way to ameliorate this situation is to assign .L
equal to a specified function of height. The specification is
determined by requiring that the heat flux profile be essentially
linear. Similarity solutions most likely would no longer exist;
a Runge-Kutta method would be used to numerically integrate the
set of first order partial differential equations (12) upward
_~II _ _II sl _i~
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from the surface layer.
The negative heat flux in the present configuration is
envisioned as appearing at the inversion height but not below.
The dashed line in Figure 38 indicates the present interpre-
tation of a nearly discontinuous heat flux profile. The
heating rate ( - 'Z ) is confined to the depth, ,
where the plumes decelerate (Figure 39) and lose their identity
as they mix with the stable air aloft. In the new model, the
air in the upper mixed layer is stabilized in response to the
warm entrained air aloft. The rising plumes above a certain
height become negatively buoyant and respond by decelerating'
before the inversion is approached. Therefore, the plume
reaches the inversion with a somewhat reduced velocity so that
the inversion rise rate calculated from equation (30) is more
realistic. The numbered profiles of heat flux and vertical
plume velocity in Figures 38 and 39 indicate that the idealized
conceptualization of the present model is approached as the
negative heat flux below the inversion decreases in magnitude.
It would be ideal if a theoretically justifiable closure
for the static stability could be found that would lead to a
closed form solution. Alternatively, the present model can
be used for the lower mixed layer and joined to a model
designed for the region of negative plume buoyancy in the upper
mixed layer. The present model predicts the inversion heat
flux ratio, Qzi, (Table 8(I)) with considerable skill.
The upper model is started at a height of z = 0.7z i with
~-LYI-~--LI~-~'"~I~ -cxL-cy~urua~- WlgZ
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Figure 38. Comparison of normalized heat fluxes from
the present and proposed model.
(1) lar(ge inver-sion heat flux ( QI/Qo = 0. 4)
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an initial vertical velocity of wp(.7zi) from the lower
mixed layer solution. The initial buoyancy factor, s, in
equation (12) gives a negative value that produces the desired
heat flux at the top of the inversion layer. In order to
avoid a mean unstable lapse rate the closure assumption is
taken as N. - S . A transition zone between
the heights of 0.5z i and 0.7zi is constructed where the
plume goes from positive to negative buoyancy. Figure 40
shows how the heat fluxes could be matched to form a nearly
linear profile within the mixed layer.
Even in the absence of closed form solutions, the model
is simple enough to be applied where there is interest in the
nature of the turbulent elements. For instance, size, lifecycle,
translation velocity and intensity of thermal plumes can provide
a good measure of the dispersal of pollutants in an unstable
boundary layer. The trajectories of pollutant "parcels"
can be evaluated in a lagrangian framework as an array of
intermittent plumes is advected over a point, line or area source.
To develop an operational convection parameterization model,
much more testing and tuning is required to maximize its utility.
There comes a point in the course of a complex numerical pre-
diction model when the cost of enhancing the "accuracy" of a
parameterization becomes too great. This model has potential
because it is phenomenologically sound and requires few mani-
pulations to obtain information about the turbulence and mean
fields. The future in parameterizations lies in the combination
4 6
•6 \ TRANSITION ZONE
.4
LOWER PLUME MODEL
0 .5 I w 6/u 
Figure 40. Heat flux profile for the linked analytic
models (see text) for the lower and upper mixed
layers.
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of results from complex models with intuitive physical
reasoning that the plume model exemplifies.
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APPENDIX I
List of Symbols
SYMBOL DEFINITION
a Plume length
p Plume cross-sectional area
Fractional plume area
' Effective fractional plume area
b Plume width
c Constants of variable assigned values
CD Drag coefficient
cH Heat transfer coefficients
D Depth of the plume formation layer
Dl Length scale for surface plume model
D2  Length scale for mixed layer plume model
f Coriolis force
f, Heat flux at z=z o between successive plumes
g Gravitational acceleration
G Magnitude of Geostrophic wind
I Intermittency, Ie= effective intermittency
K Effective mixing coefficient during plume activity
L Negative of traditional Monin-Obukov length
n Number density of plumes
SPlume inversion penetration depth
r Plume shape, a/b
S Normalized plume buoyancy perturbation
t* Interplume time interval
tact Plume residency time
7P t* + tact plume cycle time
T'b Temperature perturbation at z=0.1L
T'bc Critical temperature perturbation
u* Friction velocity
U Mean velocity parallel to surface stress
u Longitudinal perturbation velocity
Utr Plume translation velocity
v Transverse perturbation velocity
V Mean velocity perpendicular to the surface stress
w Vertical velocity
w. Buoyancy velocity
x z/D1
y (z - 4L)/D2
z Geometric height above surface
zs  Stagnation point height
zi Inversion height
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SYMBOL
()o
()p()e
T3()z
()g
DEFINITION
Surface value
Plume quantity
Environmental quantity
Horizontal plane ensemble average
Total ensemble average
Geostrophic quantity
Stress gradient ratio at z = L/2
Buoyancy depletion parameter
Mean lapse rate in formation zone
Surface layer temperature scale
Quiescent period mixing coefficient
Thickness of convergence zone
Buoyancy closure parameter
Effective conductivity at surface
Effective intermittency parameter
Thermal wind components
Virtual potential density
Virtual potential temperature
Turbulence modulation factors
Inversion strength
Inversion penetration time
0x
K
hi, tW
po
1sA
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